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behold See with attention.
Behold your lord and prince.

beholder
A person who becomes aware (of things or events) through the senses.
The building and landscape can elicit imaginative responses from the
beholder.

discovered Discovered or determined by scientific observation.
The discovered behavior norms.

experimenter A person who tries out new ideas, methods, or activities.
Early experimenters with structure and harmony.

eye
The visual or light detecting organ of many invertebrate animals that
corresponds to the eye of humans and vertebrate animals.
Margot saw the women eyeing up her boyfriend.

find Make a discovery make a new finding.
Phobia sufferers often find themselves virtual prisoners in their own home.

look Of a building or room have an outlook in a specified direction.
Poirot looked a question.

lookout A place from which to keep watch or view the landscape.
A lookout point with breathtaking views.

macroscopic Visible to the naked eye; not microscopic.
microscopy The use of the microscope.

observant Adhering strictly to the rules of a particular religion, especially Judaism.
Her observant eye took in every detail.

observation The ability to notice things, especially significant details.
Detailed observations were carried out on the students behaviour.

observatory A position or building that gives an extensive view.

observe Observe with care or pay close attention to.
It s chilly she observed.
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observer
A person trained to spot and identify enemy aircraft or to reconnoitre
enemy positions from the air.
Elections scrutinized by international observers.

observing Quick to notice; showing quick and keen perception.

optical Constructed to assist sight.
Optical illusions.

percipient Characterized by ease and quickness in perceiving.
He is a percipient interpreter of the public mood.

phantasm Something existing in perception only.
The cart seemed to glide like a terrible phantasm.

sight Take a detailed visual measurement of something with or as with a sight.
John was a familiar sight in the bar for many years.

spectacle
A blunder that makes you look ridiculous used in the phrase make a
spectacle of yourself.
The tragic spectacle of cripples trying to escape.

spectator
A close observer; someone who looks at something (such as an exhibition of
some kind.
The spectators applauded the performance.

telescope Crush together or collapse.
Five steel sections that telescope into one another.

telescopic Visible through a telescope.
A bright star with a telescopic companion.

viewer A person watching television or a film.
The viewer of paintings or sculpture.

visibility
Quality or fact or degree of being visible; perceptible by the eye or obvious
to the eye.
Low visibility caused by fog.

visible Visible imports or exports.
A highly visible member of the royal entourage.

visual
A picture, piece of film, or display used to illustrate or accompany
something.
The music should fit the visuals.

watch The officers and crew on duty during a watch.
There aren t enough staff to watch him properly.

witness Be a witness to.
His writings witness to an inner toughness.
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